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Magnetovolume effect in YbAgCu4
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The magnetovolume effect, i.e., the atomic volume dependence of the magnetic susceptibility, has been
investigated for the intermediate valence compound YbAgCu4 in the temperature range of 4.2–300 K. The
paramagnetostriction and the pressure dependence of the susceptibility were measured at low and high tem-
peratures, respectively. It is found that the detailed behavior of the susceptibility cannot be explained within the
framework of integer valence~Coqblin–Schrieffer model!. The Anderson model, which in addition takes into
account charge fluctuations, appears to be more appropriate and indicates that thef-level energy rather than its
width is sensitive to the atomic volume change in YbAgCu4.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The intermetallic compounds, YbMCu4 ~M5Pd, Ag, Au,
Zn, Cd, In, Tl!, with the cubic C15b type structure, have Y
f-electron states with a large variety of properties rang
from localized levels to hybridized bands.1–6 Despite numer-
ous investigations, the main conditions and mechanism
the evolution of the valence instability of the Yb ions are s
not clearly understood.

An interesting system to study the origin of the valen
instability is the continuous solid solution Yb(Ag–In)Cu4.
Here one of the end compounds of the alloy seri
YbAgCu4, has the properties of a classical Kondo syste1

i.e., the Yb ions follow the behavior ofJ57/2 integer-valent
Coqblin–Schrieffer~CS! impurities,7,8 or have properties
very close to integer valence.8 The other end compound o
the alloy series, YbInCu4, has strong intermediate valenc
~IV ! character in the low temperature phase and undergo
unique isomorphous first-order phase transition to a he
fermion state atTV.40 K at ambient pressure.4

The evolution of the electronic states in these alloys
been a subject of detailed experimental studies.4,9,10 How-
ever, there is a marked disagreement among the data o
magnetic susceptibility,1,4 and thus there is some uncertain
in the valence state of YbAgCu4. The present work is aimed
at checking more carefully the valence of YbAgCu4 and its
sensitivity to pressure. For this purpose we study the mag
tovolume effect,] ln x/] ln V, in the temperature range o
4.2–300 K. The experimental procedures are describe
Sec. II. In Sec. III we present the results of our studies of
temperature and pressure dependence of the magnetic
ceptibility, as well as the temperature dependence of
magnetostriction. The data obtained are discussed in Se
in the framework of both the Coqblin–Schrieffer and t
Anderson, impurity models. In Sec. V we summarize t
results and present the conclusions of the paper.
0163-1829/2001/64~21!/214414~6!/$20.00 64 2144
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II. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

A polycrystalline ingot of YbAgCu4 was prepared from a
stoichiometric mixture of elements (3N-purity Yb,
5N-purity Cu and Ag! by argon arc melting. Samples o
appropriate sizes were spark-cut from the ingot after ann
ing in evacuated quartz tubes at 750 °C for a week.

The temperature dependence of the magnetic suscep
ity at ambient pressure was measured by the Fara
method. To study the magnetovolume effect, we measu
the magnetostriction in the temperature range of 4.2–15
and the pressure dependence of the susceptibility at temp
tures 78, 149, and 300 K. For the latter, we used a minia
automated pendulum magnetometer, which was placed
rectly into a high-pressure chamber. Hydrostatic pressure
to 2 kbar was applied to the sample using helium gas. T
accuracy of the susceptibility measurement at this condi
was better than 0.05%.11

The volume magnetostriction,v(H), is defined from the
longitudinal and transverse strains,

v~H !5V~H !/V21

5DV~H !/V5@DL~H !/L# i12@DL~H !/L#' , ~1!

and was measured by a three-terminal capacitance meth
magnetic fields up toH58 T.12

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The temperature dependence of the susceptibility,x(T),
of YbAgCu4 is plotted in Fig. 1 together with the data re
ported in previous articles.1,4 Our result exhibits a maximum
at Tm.44 K and reproduces well the single-crystal data
©2001 The American Physical Society14-1
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Sarraoet al.4 in the range of 4.2–100 K, but displays
slower decrease at higher temperatures. At low temperatu
both data sets lie appreciably below the curve first repo
for YbAgCu4 by Rosselet al.1 The differences are, howeve
more quantitative than qualitative and could be the con
quence of the sample quality.

Figure 2 illustrates the linear dependence of the magn
susceptibility with pressure,x(P), measured at the tempera
tures 78, 149, and 300 K. The volume magnetostricti
v(H), defined earlier is proportional to the square of t
magnetic field for all the temperatures used.12 The quantity
] ln x/]P can be determined~i! from Fig. 2 or ~ii ! alterna-
tively through the magnetostriction via

] ln x

]P
5

v

H2

2V

x
, ~2!

FIG. 1. The temperature dependence of the magnetic susc
bility of YbAgCu4. Data from the present work are given by th
solid line, crosses represent data from Rosselet al. ~Ref. 1!, open
circles are data from Sarraoet al. ~Ref. 4!, and a closed circle
corresponds to the AI model fit.

FIG. 2. The pressure dependence of the magnetic suscepti
of YbAgCu4 at 78, 149, and 300 K.
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where x is the molar susceptibility~Fig. 1! and V is the
molar volume (553.5 cm3). The values of] ln x/]P found
from x(P) and v(H) were then converted to derivative
] ln x/] ln V @for a discussion of the bulk modulusB(T) see
Sec. IV B# and plotted versus temperature in Fig. 3. They
in reasonable agreement with each other in the overlapp
temperature range. The longitudinal magnetostriction d
agree well with a previous measurement by Yoshimuraet al.
atT55 K.13A less detailed version of the paramagnetostr
tion data has been published in a separate paper12 in the
context of ~and in comparison with! other YbMCu4 com-
pounds.

IV. DISCUSSION

Keeping in mind that the properties of YbAgCu4 are quite
close to those of the integer valence limit of magnetic imp
rities, we will use two strategies to interpret the magne
susceptibility data.

~1! The thermodynamics of theJ57/2 Coqblin–
Schrieffer impurity model7 has a universal behavior as
function of only one energy scale, namely the Kondo te
peratureTK . This universality is an important advantag
which allows this model to be used for a rough prelimina
interpretation.

~2! The Anderson model for impurities in the intermedia
valence regime involves two energy scales, which can
associated with the charge and spin fluctuations, is a m
complete ~but also more involved! description of the
phenomenon.14–16

A. Temperature dependence of the magnetic susceptibility

The Coqblin–Schrieffer model:In the CS model the sus
ceptibility of noninteracting Kondo impurities follows a un
versal temperature dependence for a given total angular
mentumJ,7

ti-

ity

FIG. 3. The temperature dependence of the magnetovolume
fect, ] ln x/] ln V, of YbAgCu4 estimated from v(H) ~open
squares! andx(P) ~open triangles!. The solid and dashed lines ar
the CS model withVK5223 andVK5227, respectively. Closed
circles represent the AI model fit with the parameters listed
Table I.
4-2
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MAGNETOVOLUME EFFECT IN YbAgCu4 PHYSICAL REVIEW B 64 214414
x~T!/x~0!5FJ~T/TK!, ~3!

where TK is the characteristic Kondo temperature, the n
merical results for the functionsFJ(x) for J51/2, 3/2, 5/2,
and 7/2 are given in Ref. 7, andx(0) satisfies the Ferm
liquid relation,

x~0!5C/TK , ~4!

(C is the Curie constant of the trivalent Yb ion!. Hence, in
the CS limit,x(T) is parametrized by only one energy sca
TK ,7 which for a fully degenerateJ57/2 impurity ~no crys-
talline fields! is given by

TK5D expS p«

8G D[D expS 1

sD . ~5!

HereG is the hybridization width,« is the location off level
relative to the Fermi energy, andD is the effective band-
width. Both« ands values are negative for YbAgCu4.

Although thex(T) data reported in Ref. 1~and shown in
Fig. 1! are well described by Eqs.~3! and ~4! with TK
5131 K, neither our results nor the single-crystal data4 can
satisfactorily be reproduced with such a one-parameter
From Eq.~4! the best value ofTK for our data appears to b
150 K. The main reason for the discrepancy is that the ra
x(Tm)/x(0)51.38, markedly exceeds the universal C
model prediction of 1.21.7 For T>100 K, the susceptibility
of YbAgCu4 is well represented by a Curie–Weiss law,

x~T!5
C

T2Q
, ~6!

with an effective magnetic moment inC of meff54.40 mB ,
which is close to 4.53mB for the free Yb31 ion, and a
paramagnetic Curie temperature,Q.239 K, which agrees
with previous estimations~see data collected in Ref. 2!.
However, the universal behavior of the CS model pred
that uQu.0.4 TK.60 K,7 which is about 50% larger tha
the experimental value.

There are three possible reasons for this disagreemen~i!
A crystalline field splitting ~CF! of the J57/2 multiplet
would affect more the lowT behavior than the highT sus-
ceptibility, but could effectively reduce the Kondo temper
ture. However, the overall CF splitting in YbAgCu4 has been
found to be less thanTK ,17,18so that the CF corrections see
to be too small to explain the discrepancy.~ii ! The intersite
interaction between the Yb-moments mediated by the c
duction electrons @Ruderman–Kittel–Kasuya–Yosid
~RKKY ! type# could renormalize both the Kondo temper
ture and the Curie–Weiss temperature, as well as reduce
effective magnetic moment. Although there has been no
liable estimation of this contribution for YbAgCu4, one can
infer from the properties of the compounds surround
YbAgCu4 ~Refs. 3 and 5! that it should be small~compared
to TK) and the correlations are probably of the antiferrom
netic type which can only aggravate the disagreement. F
the theoretical point of view, intersite diagrams carry an
ditional factor 1/(2J11)50.125 and are in that sense e
pected to be less relevant.~iii ! Another possible scenario fo
21441
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the discrepancy ischarge fluctuationsin the Yb f shell,
which will be discussed in more detail in the following in th
context of Anderson’s impurity model. In summary, the C
model is not sufficient to reproduce the details ofx(T) in
YbAgCu4. Nevertheless, the valueTK.150 K appears to be
roughly correct, in view of our and previous estimations u
ing different methods.4,6,17,19–21

The Anderson impurity model:Two energy parameters ar
of relevance for the degenerate Anderson impurity~AI !
model with infiniteU. The infinite Coulomb repulsion pre
vents the multiple occupation of thef level, which may then
be either empty or occupied with one electron in (2J11)
possible states. The two energy scales correspond to the
fluctuations~essentially the Kondo temperature! and the pro-
motion of thef charge into the conduction band. Hence, t
magnetic susceptibilityx(T) now depends on two variables

Gx~T!5FJS T

G
,
«

G D , ~7!

where« is the f-level position measured from the chemic
potential,A @denoted with («2A) in Ref. 14#. For givenJ
the thermodynamic properties have been obtained num
cally from the thermodynamic Bethe ansatz equations s
ing the model.14 In the suitable region,F(x,y) was calcu-
lated as a function of«/G in steps of 0.3 at eight selecte
T/G values between 0.02 and 0.6.14,15 These results and th
experimental data forx(0), x(Tm)/x(0), andTm allow, in
principle, one to determine thef-level energy and its hybrid-
ization width.8,14,15For YbAgCu4 the theoretical and experi
mentalx(T) data agree closely over the temperature ran
used~see Fig. 1!. The best fits forG and «/G are listed in
Table I ~they slightly deviate from a previous estimation8

based on the data of Rosselet al.1!. The correspondingf-hole
occupation number in the ground state,nf(0)50.8860.01,
coincides with the experimental one~0.87!.10

TABLE I. Magnetic and electronic parameters of YbAgCu4 ~see
the text!.

Parameters Present work Previous work

Experiment Tm ~K! 4461
x(Tm)/x(0) 1.38

Q ~K! 239 231a

meff (mB) 4.40 4.28a

CS modelb TK ~K! 150 131,a 150c

2VK 2761 18.6~27.8!,d

.30e

AI modelf G ~K! 510650 516g

«/G 29.960.3 29.9g

] ln G/] ln V 0.561
] ln(«/G)/] ln V 27.460.3

aReference 1. eReference 12.
bReference 7. fReference 8.
cReference 4. gReference 22.
dReference 23.
4-3
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I. V. SVECHKAREV et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW B 64 214414
The preexponential factor can now be estimated by s
stituting the above mentioned values ofTK and«/G into the
standard expression~5! for the Kondo temperature. We ob
tain D;7300 K. A more rigorous estimate ofD would in-
volve an additional prefactor@the cutoff introduceda poste-
riori in the Bethe ansatz has to be related to the perturba
cutoff, see Eq.~4.29! of Ref. 15#, which in our case enhance
the cutoff toD;10 000 K.

Thus the discrepancy inuQu andTK mentioned earlier for
the CS model indeed has its origin in the charge fluctuatio
Despite the rather weak valence admixture in YbAgCu4 it
permits one, nevertheless, to separate the single parame
the CS model,TK , into its main constituents. This separatio
seems reliable enough since the same values of param
follow from the just published analogous fitting of the A
model solution in noncrossing diagram approximatio22

~Table I!.

B. Magnetovolume effect

To study the magnetovolume effect, the data for] ln x/]P
have to be converted into] ln x/] ln V data. This requires
knowledge of the temperature dependence of the bulk mo
lus B(T), which unfortunately is not available for YbAgCu4,
except at room temperature@B(300 K)51.08 Mbar ~Ref.
23!#. However,B(T) can be estimated using24,25

B~T!5B~0! l2
S

exp~t/T!21
1a@nf~T!2nf~300 K!#.

~8!

The first two terms on the right-hand side of Eq.~8! repre-
sent the empirical lattice contribution,25 while the third term
reflects the contribution due to the change of valence of
Yb ions with temperature.4 The empirical parametersS, t,
anda have been determined for the compound YbInCu4.4 In
view of the similarity of YbAgCu4 and the high-temperatur
phase of YbInCu4 ~as well as the proximity of Ag and In in
the same row of the periodic table and their small fraction
the compound content!, we choose the same values as for t
high-temperature phase of YbInCu4, namely,t5323 K, S
50.107 Mbar, anda51.91 Mbar.4 The termB(0)l in Eq.
~8! is determined using theB(300 K) value mentioned pre
viously. The difference inf-level occupation numbers fo
YbAgCu4, i.e. @nf(T)2nf(300 K)#, is obtained from the
experimental study of theL III line edge in the x-ray
absorption,5,10 and is supported in addition by the linear r
lation betweennf and extra volume in the system due to t
Yb21 state admixture.

As estimated by Eq.~8! theB value at the lowest tempera
tures is about 6% less than the valueB(300 K), i.e., the
corrections from the temperature dependence ofB(T) are
small. In Fig. 3 we present the data for] ln x(T)/] ln V using
the assumed temperature dependence ofB(T). These data
are discussed in the following in the context of the Coqbli
Schrieffer and Anderson models.

Coqblin–Schrieffer model:In the integer-valence limit,
the magnetovolume effect is analyzed in terms of the volu
21441
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dependence ofTK , i.e., in terms of the temperature
independent Gru¨neisen parameter for the Kondo energ
VK[2d ln TK /d ln V.

Equations~3! and ~4! yield

] ln x

] ln V
52

d ln TK

d ln V S 11
] ln x

] ln TD[VKS 11
] ln x

] ln TD . ~9!

We use the derivative of the experimental data~see Fig. 1! to
determine] ln x/] ln T in Eq. ~9!, rather than the numerica
differentiation of the universal theoretical curve, Eq.~3!. The
use of the derivative of the experimental data may extend
validity of this approach to the weak IV regime, as long
the parameter«/G remains large as normally assumed for t
CS limit.11

The Grüneisen parameterVK is then determined by fitting
] ln x/] ln T obtained from Fig. 1 to the] ln x/] ln V data by
making use of Eq.~9!. At low temperatures (T<60 K) the
fit yields the valueVK522761, while for higher tempera-
tures a somewhat smaller value,VK522361, is obtained.
In Fig. 3 the dashed and solid curves show the result of
fit. The variation of VK with temperature indicates onc
more that a one-parameter scaling ofx(T) is only a rough
approximation to the properties of YbAgCu4. Nevertheless,
the uncertainty in the present estimate forVK is smaller than
the one from the pressure dependence of the electrical r
tivity, r(T).23 Under pressure the position of the maximu
of the resistivity,Trm , is shifted; assuming that this shift i
proportional toTK yieldedVK5218.6. On the other hand
the pressure dependence of the low-temperatureT2 term,
which is proportional toTK

22 , gaveVK5227.8. Note that
both estimates were obtained with no correction forB(T).
Baueret al.23 attributed their significant difference to micro
defects in the samples and believed that the former valu
VK is more reliable. Our results unambiguously support
latter one. We chooseVK5227 for our considerations in the
following.

Differentiating Eq. ~5! and omitting the term
] ln D/] ln V.2126 ~the variation ofs is much more impor-
tant than the one ofD) we have

] ln s

] ln V
.sVK57.060.5. ~10!

This derivative is attributed to the CS model just conventio
ally because here we used the value ofs which cannot be
estimated reliably within the CS approach itself and, inste
had to be taken from the above mentioned AI-model-ba
analysis. Nevertheless, a quite similar value of] ln s/] ln V
.6 was estimated for the high-temperature heavy ferm
phase of YbInCu4.26

Anderson model:The magnetovolume effect for th
Anderson model can be decomposed into the contributi
arising from the volume dependence of«/G and of G. The
result of the best fit of the AI model to the experimental da
for ] ln x(T)/] ln V is shown in Fig. 3. The volume deriva
tives obtained for the parametersG and «/G are given in
Table I. Because of some uncertainties in the data atT50,
both x(T) and ] ln x(T)/] ln V curves were used simulta
4-4
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neously in the fitting procedure for the parameters«/G andG
themselves as well as their derivatives to get an unamb
ous solution. A measure of this fit inconsistency is a sm
difference in the value ofG of about;8% for the curves
mentioned which is covered by the averagedG value uncer-
tainty in Table I. The uncertainty in our estimate ofB(T),
Eq. ~8!, is in fact not important; even if theT dependence o
B is completely neglected, the derivative] ln s/] ln V5
2] ln(«/G)/] ln V just increases from 7.4 to 7.8, i.e., it re
mains within the error margin of the fit.

The data show unambiguously that for the compound c
sidered the change in thef-level energy rather than th
change in the hybridization width dominates the press
dependence ofx. Moreover, the volume dependence ofG
appears to be negligible, so that just one parameter is re
sentative in the pressure dependence of the magnetic su
tibility. This explains the approximate validity of Eq.~9! in
the IV region, as well as the close agreement found
] ln s/] ln V within both the CS@Eq. ~10!# and the AI~Table
I! models.

The value of the parameter] ln G/] ln V is mostly deter-
mined by the high temperature tail of the susceptibil
~Curie–Weiss law!, where the influence of the RKKY-like
interaction between Yb ions cannot be fully excluded. T
f –f interaction is in the first place mediated by the cond
tion electrons, but the magnetoelastic effect is also expe
to contribute through low-frequency phonons. Our data le
to a value of the derivative]«/] ln V of 3.260.5 eV. This
result is in good agreement with theab initio value of about
3 eV calculated for this derivative for Yb metal,27 and the
similarity of these values supports our confidence in the
liability of our fits. The value of Ref. 27 is maximal an
stable in a wide vicinity of the equilibrium atomic volum
and should be taken as more or less universal for metallic
systems. Hence, this agreement with the calculated v
leaves no room for a significant contribution of] ln G/] ln V
to ] ln s/] ln V. The hybridization is expected to increase u
der compression because a reduced volume increase
overlap between thef-wave functions with the conductio
states. However, with our data we were not able to reso
the sign of] ln G/] ln V within the uncertainty of the analysis
Unfortunately, there are not enough measurements on
systems under pressure28 to conclude on some universal b
havior of Yb compounds, and further experimental tests
needed.

A similarly strong volume dependence ofs is known to
exist for Ce compounds with unstable valence
] ln s/] ln V.27.29,30 The opposite sign of this derivative i
just the consequence of the electron–hole asymmetry o
and Yb~Ce has onef electron and Yb has onef hole! with the
valence change having the same sign.26 There is, however, an
important difference in the origin of the volume dependen
of s between Ce and Yb. It is generally accepted that in
and its compounds the change in the hybridization with pr
sure dominates over the shift in thef-level position.29,31Thus
the volume collapse of Ce~first-order valence phase trans
tion! was explained29,30 in terms of a change of the Kond
temperature with pressure, but induced by a change in
hybridization width, rather than a change in thef-level posi-
21441
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tion. But most likely the specific origin of thes(V) depen-
dence is of no importance for the Kondo volume collap
model. Similarly, the pressure dependence of the suscep
ity of the IV compound CeSn3 ~Refs. 11 and 31! was inter-
preted as due to a change in the hybridization,31 although it is
impossible to separate the two mechanisms (f -level position
and G) using only the susceptibility data within the C
model, since they only enter the parameterTK .31,32 In the
case of CeSn3 this conclusion was reached based on
complete set of data on the stability of thef-level energy in
Ce systems.31 It is also generally believed that the hybridiz
tion matrix element in Ce systems is much larger than for
compounds.

The fact that the numerical values of the derivativ
u] ln s/] ln Vu of YbAgCu4 and Ce systems agree appears
be accidental, since their origin is dramatically different. T
Kondo volume collapse model fails to explain the first-ord
phase transition in Yb(Ag–In)Cu4 solid solutions. This is
particularly evident from the rather small volume jump at t
transition.10 One plausible explanation of the transition is
an entropy-driven transition between phases with large
small Kondo temperatures.33 Deeper insight into the micro
scopic parameters of thisf-state transformation with pressur
is needed, to hopefully identify the correct mechanism of t
intriguing phenomenon.10,33–36

V. CONCLUDING REMARKS

In the present study of the magnetovolume effect
YbAgCu4 we were able to separate the contributions of
atomic volume dependence of thef-level width and the
f-level energy. This separation was possible despite the w
admixture of the divalent Yb configuration. The two param
eters are usually integrated in one effective characteri
temperatureTK .

Based on the Anderson impurity model we conclude t
in YbAgCu4 the volume dependence of thef-level energy
largely surpasses that of the hybridization width. This is
contrast to the situation in Ce systems where the pres
dependence of the hybridization width is believed to be
dominant quantity. The validity of this conclusion for oth
Yb compounds is still the subject of further investigations

Such data are of special interest because at present
are no reliableab initio theoretical calculations of the gener
trends of thef-level position for the relevant IV regime an
of its hybridization width with the band states. They cou
help to gain insight into the microscopic mechanisms of
lence and phase stability, as well as to study the effects
other interactions likef –f exchange between sites and cry
talline field splittings.
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